


Debora/a Keenan an7 Dinne Le&lanc
AN INTERVIEW WITH ELIZABETH ALEXANDER

Elizabet/a Alzæanãer wa¿ úorn in 1962 in Harlzm, New York, an7

rai¿e7 in lYailaington, D.C. Slae bat publube7 tleree book¿ of poetry:

The Venus Hottentot, Body of Life, an? /aer ktedt, Antebellum
Dream Book. Her poefta, a/aort atorizt, an7 critital writing leaue

been publùlae7 oiàely in øucb journal¿ a¿ The Paris Review, The
Kenyon Review, American Poetry Review, Shenandoah,

TriQuarterþ Ploughshares, an? Callaloo. Her øork i¿ an-

t/eologiz¿7 in ooer huenty collzctinn¿, Her neæt project å The Black
Interio4 a book of edøyt on black culture to be publùlae? by Graywolf

Pre¿¿ in January 2004,

Sbe bø giuen numzrout predentatioru an? papert on ubjectt
¿ucb a¿ Langøton Hug/aed, btack ma¿culinity, W E. B. Dußoiø, an?

contemporøry bkck literature. Sbe /¡a¿ rcceipe7 an NEA Felloøalaip; a

Pudbcart Pri"ze; t/ae George Kent Aøarà, given by Gøen?olyn Brooka;

øn3 a Guggenheim Fellow¿bip. Sbe i.d predently an aadociate profeaaor

in t/ee Deparhnent of African-American ShtAie¿ at Yal¿ Uniuerdity.

Tbù public Siatogue vítle Eliz¿betla Alzæan?er pa¿ be/2 in front
o/ a live auài¿nce ?uring her ui¿it to t/ze Graàuate Liberal Stuàie¿

Programat Hamline Uniqeruity on October3,2002, Tbe hvo interpiztp-

er¿ pere Deborøb Keenøn, a mzmler of t/tefacuby, an/ Diane LeBlanc,

a ¿tuàent in tbe l[.F.A. program at Hamline, Quzdtinnd at tbe en?

were/rom mzmber¿ o/ tbe auàiznce.

Le&tanc: Pu"blí¿laer7 llleekly observes that your poems mix
a "personal mode" with "prophetic visionary þrics." How do

you respond to that observation? Do you see yourself in the
personal mode? Doyou seeyourself as prophetic? What does

that mean toyou?
AhæanÀer: I hardþ see myself as prophetic. On the other

hand, I think of a quotation from Edward Hirsch that I ve

used a great deal and Ênd very useful, in which he talks about
the long line in English poetry. The line that exceeds natural
breath is the line ofprophecy, the line ofthe dream space, he
says. In that particular book (Antebelhm Dreanz Booþ, there
is that large middle section of poems that had their genesis
in dreams and have that sense of spilling over - spilling over
into the surreal, spilling past a certain kind of daylight logic,
leti say. I think thati something we're used to receiwing in the
prophetic mode. Ifyou think of the way that we listen to some-
one like"Whitman, or to other people who practice that long
line, that may be whereyour observation comes from. A lot of
my poetry comes from "personal" or autobiographical mate-
rial. What is the transformation that has to happen in order
for those details and that realm of personal to worlc within a
poem? I cant realþ say that I could anatomize it, but I lçnow
that there's a transformation that has to take place.

In the workshop today, I mentioned a quotation I've been
taking around with me like a mantra lateþ from Sterling
Brown, through the poet Michael Harper, who quotes from
Brown at the end of his collected poems, Songlined in l[rchael-
tree, He quotes Brown as saying, "Every I is a dramatic I,"
which I realþ love because of the way it has let me think that
regardless of whether or not you're working in an autobio-
graphical or personal mode, if there is a persona in the poem,
you have certain charges to make it work dramaticalþ in the
poem itself. So, fulfrlling those demands in the poem as such,
put a nice set of parameters around the question of working
with the infrnite personal, because iti quite infinite.

I{eena.n: So both of these are, on one level, removed from
the "I" in a certain way.

Ahæanàer: Do you mean the day-to-day me "I" ?

Keenan: Yes, thati the question we're getting at. 'What

is the "I"?
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Ahæanàer: Yes, one level removed, or alchemized. Or
converted, for the purposes of poems, which after all, have
very strict.demands, a wide-ranging set of demands. I dont
think that poems have onþ one set of strict demands by way
of a certain kind of formalisrn. But at the same time, for any
poem to succeed, whatever its rules, there are strict rules, or
else the whole thing falls apart.

Keena.n: I'm curious, having read all your books, and
taught them, what you consider now to be the major aes_
thetic events of your life - a particular art exhibit, a certain
book, a work of music. Do you have a sense that there are
major epiphanies that have come via the aesthetics that have
hityou?

Alcæanàer: I love that question, and Iîe never thought to
answer it before. You always get asked, "What are the books
that are important to you? Who are the writers?,, I,ve been
trying to think lateþ what a truþ honest answer would be.
I,ve noticed that writers whom Iïe brought to campus where
I teach realþ resisted this question because, of course, it!
always hard to commit, there's so much, and how do you
commit? And, also, how doyou think about the politics? Not
ofrepresentation necessariþ although that could be there, but
the politics of what your ans.wer is. How do you say some-
thing that's useful to people? How doyou say something that
seems to have some coherent relationship to your work? And
of course, it does change. Do you 'fess up to things that were
actualþ quite aestheticalþ important to you that you would
not want to admit thatyou read oryou listen to now?

Usualþ as far as writers who have influenced me, I talk
about my work as kind of child of Gwendoþn Brooks and
Walt V/hitman. Lateþ Iïe been thinking about rhe Lewis
Untermeyer l4o?ernAmet ban Poetty anthology, which I studied
in high school. I read it over and over again, and I particularþ

loved the imagist poers. I loved H.D., t loved Amy Lowell.
Moving out of imagism. T. S. Eliot was very important to me
in that kind of high school period. What I hope Ive held onto
is the real belief that the powerful, distilled, vital image unto
itself is somehow enough.

New York Cþ itself was very important to me aestheti_
calþ. I was born there - my parents are New yorkers. They
left when I was young and moved to Washington, but wit"h
that sense that many New yorkers have that they couldn,t
believe they were in this other place and ahvays thought they
were going back. I would visit grandparents, particularþ a
much-cherished grandmorher in New york City who had a
great deal of time for me and took me on what seemed to me
to be very gro.wn-up adventures. The space that she lived in
was magical, her objects.were magical, her street was magi_
cal, and her grocery store .was magical. Everything *"" o., "quite differenr scale from the life that I liwed in washington
D. C. She also took me to musical theatre. I think tho"u big,
loud, brassy anthems actualþ have something to do *it-h
myPoems.

I{eena.n: I think you're right.
Aleæanùer: Though I,ve never copped to it before. She

also was someone who had a very compelling interest in and
respect for other cultures. She lived near the United Nations
and was very pleased about that.

Reena.n: 
-W-e 

have an amazing image of her hanging out in
the stairway, checking out which cultures were coming down
the steps.

Aleæa.nàer: She grew up in Washington D. C. and was
obsessed with embassies. Imagine that this was the l9_teens
and the I920q and what the rest of the world must have
seemed like, and how she might have imagined it to be.

Also, I grew up taking ballet. Very seriousþ and quite
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regularþ I think that listening to music and trying to learn
how to make my body do things with music and trying to be,
as our te4chers would say, sensitive to the music, have a lot to
do with trying to have and utilize an ear in poetry. I find that
now with certain aspects of my teaching and my approach to
certain aspects ofcraft and discipline.

LeBLa.nc: 'We can't talk about your work without talking
about historical frgures and their influences on you. In T/ae

Ventu Hottentot anà Bofo o/ Life, you write in several voices, and
historical frgures tell their own stories. You addressed this a
bit this afternoon, sayingyou werent sure whyyou were talk-
ing about the Venus Flottentot, you didn't realþ know you
wanted to write about being on display or about objectitca-
tion. But as a personal poem, "The Venus Hottentot" becomes
historical and autobiographical, is that whatyou said?

Ahæanàer: I was saying that in persona poems, some-
times by writing about frgures that obsess us, or historical
frgures, that unwittingþ we are activating certain kinds of
autobiographical insight and knowledge. We can also trick
ourselves into writing about things that feel too close, or too
personal, or too undigested, if we were to use the particulars
of our own lives.

LeBla.nc: In Antebellutn Dream Booþ though, you do use
more of the personal, of the "L" It seems more autobiograph-
ical. Perhaps going back to your earlier response, that it's the
dramatic. Can you talk to us about that shift?

Aleæan4er: Some of it is about getting older. I wrote the
first book when I was in my mid to late twenties. I was in
school when I wrote the book, so still very much in apprentice
mode. In the middle book I was done with school, in very
professional years, and then the last book was written after
becoming a mother. A lot of women talk about their voices
opening up, freeing up, moving toward a certain lçind of

embracing of their "I." I think that is a rather typical journey

you could chart for me.

Also, the particular apprenticeship that I was in and

coming out of in the frrst book ... . I only ever had one poetry
teachet Derek'Walcott, who was a great teacher for me. He

was, as you would imagine from his work' a strict formalist.

He would always say never try to charm in your Poems, never

try to charm with your identiry it's not enough that you're a

cute, black girl.
That was very useful advice, not that I would have. I think

the point is, he's saying, none of us as persona is ever enough.
'Whateveryour identþ your set of particulars, there is going

to be someone out there who thinks iti fascinating unto itself.

But that unto itself doesnt make for a flne poem you could

stand up with. So he was also saying, don't be swayed and

dont let praise go to your head. And don't let it get into your
writing, and dont let it get intoyour quest. At least, thati how

I interpreted it.
Subsequentþ you'll see, there is a stricter adherence to

certain lrinds of form s in Tbe Veruu Hottentot, anàthe "I" is a bit
under wraps.

Keenan: It feels that way rn Tlee Wruu Hottentot. | àiàn't
ever think of the "I" as under wraps; I think of the word
'þuarded." It ends up getting attached to that þric "I" some

times, in the fìrst book. 'Whereas in the third book, the "I"
feels like a shield has been thrown up to the sky. Iti interest-

ing, these three journeys are so different.

In Rafael Campo's poetry, there's a lot of "what the body

told," and he often frnds his energy as poet in what the body

told. It always feels to me that the material world, whether
iti in paintings or your body, is an incredible anchor to you.
Even though we thinkyou're getting unfettered, lilçe we were

reading "Creole Cat" the other night, you know you took
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those three steps and you fly. But you were instantþ back,
anchored, grounded inyour body again.

I think youve been realþ faithful to what the bod¡r told.
What doyou feelyouïe stayed faithful or connected to? Has
your faith stayed steady to a certain set of allegiances as a
writer? Or do you feel like youve tossed them over your
shoulder?

Ahæanàer: Iïe developed a great deal more faith in what_
ever the truþ inner voice is. Ive kept sporadic journals for
a long time. Every now and then, when I look back at them,
even going back into my teenage years, I,m struck at how I
have some of these very strange little utterances, clusters,
things that were frightening to me when f wrote them, that
felt unrecognizable to me as the self that I spent most of my
time walking around in, butyet, I wrote them down. I had to
write them down. The ongoing quest is to trust the voices that
are more and more and more subterranean. ,{nd to trust, also,
the sense ofshape that arises from those voices.

I think rhat my second book - this is realþ putring it in
too much of a nutshell - but in some v/ays I think of it formalþ
as a transition. You know, what happens if I open up this line?
Because there are a few very long line poems in the second
book, and those .were big moments for me, to write those
poems: "In the Small Rooms" and ,,Haircut.,, 

Those were
breakout moments, and the title poem was, too, but it was
also terrifying. I didn't know if I had hit something thar
was cohesive.

I just saw Richard Wilbur talking on a panel about what
form is for him. He said, "If I start a poem and finish half of
it and go to sleep and rhen wake in the middle of the night
wanting to frnish, if I dont know that Im writing a rondeau
(that was his example), how do I know how to frnish it?,,That
was interesting. In a way, even though the forms I work in

now are not onþ sonnets or villanelles or rondeaus or this,

that, and the other thing, I like the idea that there are a whole

lot of shapes out there, but that you do always have that sense

of shape in your head. Sometimes, it's just a curious and

unfamiliar shape, and you have to trust that iti a shape, that
the bowl has sides, so I think thati what the sort of developing

faith would be all about.

Keenan: So you re saying, it's keeping a sense of belief in

yourself. That the shapes you're coming up with in dream, or

walking around, might hold whatyou need to say.

Aleæanùer: Yes. And I wouldnt call that being faithful
to "myself." I would call that being faithful to some sense of
shape or vessel.

Lehla.nc: I'd like to talk more about being faithful, but to

our stories. In an interview in the November/December 2001

issues of P¿¿ tu an7 Writerd, you said you had a fear of getting
stuck in a rut by \Ã/riting again and again the kind of poems

you do well. 'We ve seen in your books the poems that engage

black historical features and an aspect ofblack history. Youie
'written in Josephine Bakeri voice, even in Muhammad Alii,
which is quite a feat. I think mar5r of us fear getting stuck in
a rut. Especialþ perhaps in an M.F.A. program, where we

frnalþ frnd what is getting praised, and say, here is my story.

How do you remain faithful to your own stories but avoid

getting in that rut of either voice or form?

Aleæanàer:When I was going to college in the earþ part of

the 1980s, black literature, African-American literature, and
'W'omen's Studies were just taking hold on campuses. It was

a very exciting time for me. There were books that we read

in xeroxed form in class, that later were brought baclç into

print. I worked on the Black Periodical Fiction project which
became the Schomberg Library of 19'h Century Black'Women
'Writers. Suddenlythere were thirty boolçs by black women in
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the nineteenth century that had not existed on anyone! radar
screen before. So it was very, very heady, and realþ shaped
my sense rhat there was great life and vitalþ that could Ãnd
its way into poetry. But also, there were a lot of people like
Venus Flottentot who needed to be rescued. I could spend the
rest of my life telling those stories, and I would never exhaust
them, because they are such a rich lode.

Recentþ I wrote a little poem about Ornette Coleman.
I'm also working on a poem about the Amistad incident
because it has such a New Haven history and there are rich
records there. Getting stuck in a modal rut is one thing, but
you dont have to completeþ abandon what still needs to be
done, and what still compels. So the question is, how to get
better and better at it, I guess.

One of the challenges Iïe tried to think about with this
Amistad poem, which is in sections, still in progress, is, what
would a post-postmodern African-American poem look like?
I think there's a wonderful tradition in this poem that I m
working on, that obviousþ hearkens back to Robert Hayden's
poem, "Middle Passager" from the 1940s, and further back.
We know what those landmarks of the African_,tmerican
poem look like, and iti usualþ about going back, about re_
trieving, recreating. Iïe been thinking, ..'iV'o.w, what could
such a poem looL like ifit does that, but ifit also has present
knowledge and angle?" I don't know if that will even be mani_
fest in a way that argrbody can market.

LeBlan¿: That defrniteþ shows a way of staying faith_
ful. Weîe tallced abour going from the historical and how
the poem blends and becomes autobiographical. In my work
Im starting with the autobiographical and wanting to tie
into a larger historical narrative of coming from a white,
working class famiþ and I'm wondering howyou encourage
students to make that connection to the larger narrative. To be

consciousþthinking, "Here is my story, here is alarger narra-

tive," or even to frnd a larger narrative.

AI¿æanOer: I thinL you always must find ways to honor

students' voices. Poems don't realþ lie too much' You can

often see the moments in a poem that are full of vitality and

real stuff, and the moments that are fakey, even if people dont

know it. They know theyïe hit a bumpy or uncomfortable

patch, they're moving away from something, they're trying

very hard not to get to something. The teaching challenge is to

honor people's voices. In the workshop, much too often, hope-

fulþ not as much in this generation, there are stories about the

dishonoring of people's voices.

It's no small thing to create a ÌvorkshoP enwironment

where people can feel free to explore and speak from who it
is they are. Another thing I learned from 'Walcott as a teacher

is that he did not do workshop in the conventional way: put

a new poem on the table and everyone talks about the Poem'

He talked about published poems that were great and wþ
he thought they were great. Then you would meet with him

individualþ and he talked to you about your work and what

you should be reading, you know, sort of your own tailored

thing. I liked that.
Sometimes it means just pressing the right book into a

student's hand. Sometimes the Japanese-American woman

needs to have the book by the Japanese-American woman

poet. Or something else. Trying to fi.nd out what would be

really useful, what would break that person wide open and

make him or her come closer to the real energy of her own

work and her own voice. Often that happens through the

reading that is suggested.

Keenan: I have two quotes. Stanley Kunitz said, "Never

before in this, or any other country, have so many apPrentice

writers had the opportunþ to study with their pred'ecessors
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and their ancestors. That is one explanation of why it is so
difficult to detect and to frnd a generational .tyl" i., th" *orL
of our contemporaries. Instead, we have an interfusion, an
amalgum of styles and influence, a direct transmission belt
that overleaps the age barrier. A two-way learning process
culminating in rhe young writing old, the old *.itirr! ]o,rrrg.,,And Susan Ludvigson, in the fall 2002 i.",r" of
IVater-Stone, talks beautifulþ about the lessons she's getting
from her students. Her young students say, ,,Read 

this, reaã
this." It's blasted her whole vision of her rine into a whore new
world, in that spirit.

So here's what I m wondering: 'W'hat direct transmission
doyou thinkyouïe received fromyour elders? I knowyou,ve
mentioned a few of them, but beyond the ones you,ve men_
tioned. And, are there younger writers who are coming on,
andyou're going "oh" and thenyou go home and think, ,,wow.,,

Then, doyou have a sense in any ofyour books thatyou would
say, "I speak for my generation"?

Ahæanùer: For the last six years, Ive taught at a work_
shop called the Cave Canem poetry Workshop for African_
American writers. Toi Dericotte and Cornelius Eady founded
it out of their own experience, which is like so many of our
own experiences - being either the onþ one teaching mostþ
white students, or having an empathic feeling 

"bo,rt 
ih" o.ri

student of color, or one ofjust a few. And asking the questiori,
what would happen if we created a¡r environment in which the
poem itself,, in all that that means, could realþ be gotten into?
Iti been a completeþ remarkable communþ The writers have
ranged inage from nineteento eighty-one. Mostpeople, Iwould
say, are maybe thirty, who are working, who,ve done under_
graduate degrees, but it truþ varies. Often this propels them
into an M. F. A. program because they get realþ excited and
confident about the work they do and they have a portfolio

to present.

There are a lot of writers in that group who are fierce. I'm
thinking of one in particular, Terrence Flayes, whose second
book, Hþ Logic,just came out from the National Poetry Series.
Ive taught his work. His Êrst book was much more discern-
ibþ an "I" thx was presumabþ close to his life - a young,
black man who had a diffrcuk relationship with his father.
These are some of the sociological particulars of the book,
that he said have led a lot of people to feel that that is the more
accessible book, that's the book they think is the better book
because it's telling the story they want to know, or the story
they know how to receive, about a young, black man. In his
second book he has a lot of surreal dips, realþ surprisingþ
surreal dips, and it is exciting to see him trust in that way.
FIe also has some acrostic word game poems, where he starts
off with a word game in a newspaper and then he makes
quite remarkable poems out of them. But these are harder
for some people to receive, in part because they confound the
stereotypical expectation of who the young, black male poet
should be.

Bob Kaufman is a poet whoi been very important to
him, and it's also important to him that Kaufman has not
received that kind of attention that Baraka, or other sorts of
poets who are his peers have. So Terrence is ayoung writer I
can think of whose work makes me so excited and proud and
challenged, and just the ongoing life that comes out of that
group, and joy for writing poetry, are sustaining and inspir-
ing. I dont ever lose that joy, but you know, I get a little tired
sometimes. And to feel that every summer that Iïe gone there,
I teach and I read, I feel like I have to come up with some hot
new stuff. I get very nervous about sharing for this group that
is, in many ways, one of my ideal audiences. You know, people
who just are very serious, committed people who know where
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I'm coming from. You dont often know whoyour audience is,
of course, because the poems go flying out into the air.

,{"4 then elders, I would also say Robert Hayden, who
called himself a romanric realist, which I like quite a bir, a
believer in beauty, a believer in universalitv in the truest, most
rich kind of sense, but also very wedded to the particulars of
paradise valley, the Detroit neighborhood that he writes about,
or any place where he is. The ways that he has, in a poem like
"Frederick Douglass," wonderfulþ acknowledged what he-
roes mean to us, but also undercut, you know, that hero to us,
not with statues, rhetoric, and bronze alone.

Keenan: 'We just studied that poem.
Alcæan?er: It's an amazing poem.
I{eena.n: The poem we studied, connected to Hayden, get_

ting ready for your visit was "Tending," which felt so power_
fulþ connected.

Ahæanãer: Itis.
I{eena.n: Good, I m glad I picked thar one then. It! just

like, oh my God, whatyour grandfather does in that poem.
ALeæanùer: I didnt know it when I wrote it, but it's cer_

tainþ a response to "Those 'Winter 
Sundays.',

Keenan: It felt powerfulþ that way.
Atcæanùer: Lucille Cliftoni work was very important to

me when I was younget and still is. She! an amazing poet.
I call her the "Still waters run deep poet,', because as a
younger person I thought that I could understand what the
poems were saying. But they get under your skin, and they
reveal themselves and their depth and nuance and lessons over
time in such a remarkable way. My parents had lots of books,
but not maryr poetry books, but when I was young they had
Lucille Cliftoni GooS Timz¿ in the house, and so I read it over
and over again.

LeBlanc: I want to talk a bit more about Robert Hayden,

in the context of your essay, "Meditations on 'Mecca': Gwen-
doþn Brooks and the Responsibilities of the Black Poet." You
write that in addition to being faced with racism, black writ-
ers face judgment within their communities. You explain the
pressure to create work that will, "perform a certain service as

well as say and not say what is empowering or embarrassing
to the race at large." I think of your poem "Race" in Antebel-

han Dream Book as a good example. In your essay, you quote
Robert Hayden saying that he identiÊed himself frrst as a poet
and then as a black. He later revised that to say poets'work
should be universal, so it should be addressing issues of race

and other large issues if it's compelling, urgent work. Now, I
recentþ read your essay from 1994, "Memory, Community,
Voice," and you say, "I cannot think about feminist without
thinking about black." So, to put these all together, I'm r,rron-

dering what you consider your responsibilities as a black,
feminist writer today?

I{eenan: We realþ want you to speak to this whole idea
of how many words drop in front of the word 'þoet," and does

that empowet does it limit?
Ahæanàer: Ive thought a lot about this, over a long pe-

riod of time. Once, with some of the Cave Canem poets, we
made up a great game, where you had to fill in the blanlçs, "I
come from a long line of -----." Then we did, "I come from a
short line of ----." Ä{1r answers surprised me. I come from
a long line of "race people." People whose work has been
about bettering the race in one way or another. Their sense of
themselves in the world has been about bringing black people
along with them.

At the same time, there are so many different ways that I
have seen that enacted. It can be inyour job, or it can be in
the way that you are in your neighborhood, or it can be the
lr¡ay you teach your children. In the case of this grandmother
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that I mentioned, in the way that she dressed and appeared
and conducted herself, she was realþ quite fabulous, and
quite composed, and quite impeccable and conscious, and she

believed that she was quietþ slashing down dragons along the
way. So there are a lot of different ways that people interpret
this whole business of race responsibilþ

'When Hayden was talking about being a poet Êrst, I
interpreted what he realþ was saying was that if you are

doing the job of writing a poem, that is the job you're doing
and that it doesnt negate. I mean realþ the diffrcuþ is with
the question. I understand why people ask that question, "Are

you with us or are you not with us? How do we move for-
ward? " But it's not a good question. Even though I'm sure l,ve

asked versions of that question. Are you in, or are you out?

I think that was Hayden's insistence, saying I'm a poet
6.rst, the fact that I attend to the poem doesnt take away from
aqything else, doesn't take away from writing 1Aí22b Pauøge

in 1946. Before half the people who criticized him had even

written a word. You know, it doesnt interfere with that, and
thati what I take from the lesson of Hayden. What I also take
from the lesson of Hayden, is that literary history tels a ver-
sion of the story. Anthologies tell a version of the story.

So that in that essay that you quote from, and looking
at Hayden around. '68/'69/'70 and looking at Brooks around
'68/'69/'70, Brooks is now supposed to be the black woman
poet, because shei had her conversion, and shei with the
people, and Hqyden is the Uncle Tom. But at the same time,
in the books they wrote at that time, both had Malcolm X
poems; both had poems about black heroes [e.g., Medgar
Evers]. Theyre about the same thing, from a different angle.

They're facing the same challenges as different human beings,
but as committed human beings, and as committed, black
human beings.

I try to remember that you can get realþ distracted by
the demands people make on you. Demand. ih"t are real are

one thing, demands that come from a real community in need,

or a real person in need, and we're asked all the time to be of
service. But demands that are often about posturing - you
may have to deal with them, but I m trying to figure out a way
not to let them worm their rvay in too much.

I was giving a talk about a week ago at Southern Con-
necticut Communþ College, which is about two miles away
from Yale, where I teach. There are all kinds of issues with
what Yale is in the New Haven community, so forth and so on.

One of the facuþ members said, "So how's it feel breathing
the rare, flne air over there at Yale?" I didnt get bent out of
shape; he felt he had to ask the question. It gave me an oppor-
tunity to talk about my students. V/hat doyou know about my
students? What do you know about me as one of a few blacL
woman teachers at a school where there is onþ one tenured
African-American woman in the facuþ and it's not me? And
there has onþ been one tenured African-American facuþ
mèmber for years and years and years. Our visible worl< lives
are one part ofour lives, but I travel and go to different places

where I read and teach, and I also teach at Cawe Canem, I
have children, I have ten billion nieces and nephews, I have

strangers I correspond with. I mean, there are all of these

different ways that each of us act and take responsibilþ for
"the communþ" And so, I guess, how do you sleep at night,
just with the sense hopefulþ that you do your best when
you can.

LeBIanc: As far as the feminism aspect of that, Barbara
Smith says you just can't pull the pieces apart.

Ahæ.an?er: I love Barbara Smith, and I don't think you
can. I think that's a very important stance to take, when, for
example, in anti-discrimination law, if I m a black woman and
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something bad happens to me and someone calls me a so-and-
so and so-and-so at my job, I have to decide whether I m going
to sue as a black person or as a woman.

But we have such a long, inspiring, tough history of
African-American women frnding ways to maneuver. It wasnt
until I think the late 1960s in the American South rhar a white
man v/as ever convicted of raping a black woman. So you
know, you have a whole legal history that says that what you
know never happened. How do you maneuver a way around
that? How doyou stay sane? FIow doyou survive?

I think part of it is in the words of Audre Lorde, who!
been realþ important to me - that refusal to separate. With so
many essays, I am woman, mother, drke, black, New YorLer,
so-and-so and so-and-so. Dont divide yourself, because other
people will try to. Say who you are because no one will name
you kindþ. I think thati realþ realþ important. She gave ir
to us. Shei on the elder list.

Keena.n: This is the last quote I'm going to read to you,
from Vassar Miller. She says, "Poetry, like all art, has a
Trinitarian function: creative, redemptive, and sanctifying.
Creative because it takes raw materials of fact and feeling
and makes them into that which is neither fact nor feeling.
Redemptive because it transforms pain, ugliness of life into
joy, beauty. Sanctifying because it gives the transitory a rela-
tive form of meaning." I love these categories and thought hard
about them for a lot of years. Do you feel like you're carrying
big, abstract nouns around, that are your set? Like Vassar
Miller felt these are her set?

Aleæanàer: Those are realþ good. I dont think that way.
What I do carry around is that sense that we live in the word.
And the word is precious, and the word must be precise, and
the word is one of the onþ ways we have to reach across to
each other and that it has to be tended with that degree of

respect. That is the kind of human level of, "if I,m not precise
with my word, if I'm not good with my word, then how can I
come soul to soul with anyone else?" I do carry that around.
And also, the idea of transformation. I believe that life itself
is profoundþ poetic, in all sorts of places and guises and
unexpected places.

Queatíon: Harryette Mullen was here and gave a beauti_
ful reading from her book called Stzeping pitb tlee Dbtionary.
One of her comments was about how she! felt that there's
been so much pressure on African-American writers to stay
in the oral tradition - her first book was praised for being
within that tradition - and she wants to create more space for
writers to work with whatever form their voices lead them to.
I m just wondering if there's more you'd lilçe to comment on,
as far as what the canon is, and pressure you felt to \Ã/rite one
way or another.

Aleæanàer: Im so glad you mention Harryette Mullen
because she's a genius. Shei realþ an extraordinary thinker
and prose writer, as well as a poet. F{arryette is a writer whom
I consider a generational peer, to pick up on the generational
aspect, and whom I also think ofas being, you know because
she has a real academic career as well, that I think of her as
being analogous, in away. That book realþ makes me want to
write because it awakens me to the possibilities of a language.
She has such a sense of play -you see that in her mishearings,
you know, all of those phrases that she twists just a little bit.
It's as though the whole history of the usage of a word and a
phrase comes spilling out, and also a future opens up in front
of it. So, shei very, very remarkable.

Queúìon: Can you talk about your process? FIow do you
write a poem?

Ahæanàer: The process starts with a word or a phrase, or
an image, or sometimes the utterance goes a bit past the phrase.
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Just when you get on a roll, the kinds of things that come,
always, it seems while driving the car or doing other things
that hopefulþyor keep track of. I also keep in my notebook,
and in my file folder, nev¡spaper clippings, pictures, things
that should be saved.

'When 
there is time to sit down and work, there are a lot of

different starting points. But it all begins with utterance, with
word. Even if then it grows into, as with the Amistad poem,
an idea for a poem. Or even with something like the long
poems, like the Ali poem. It began with an obsession with
him, and a sense of trying to enter him through his language,
rather than, I'm going to write a poem. It's going to have
twelve parts. It's going to be in the voice of Muhammad Ali.

Quedtíon: 
'W'e read Tlee Ven¿a Hottentot in class, and we

watched the frlm and looked at the stories of Venus Hottentot.
I was struck by how much there is to the story.

How didyou distill down whatyou wanted to talk about
when there was such a huge story there?

Ale.æanâer: That poem is very important to me, but
I dont remember much about writing it. Which is to say, it
wasnt quite written in a white heat, but it was written in
a very, very, very consuming space. The frrst words that
came to me were, "I am called Venus Hottentot," and the
thought of being called other than the na'me your mother and
father gave you, and living your life that way. Then the chal-
lenge was how to hear her voice, and how to hold onto her
voice. It seemed very important that the voice be very tight,
and very consistent,

I recentþ read a book by a poet named Peg Boyers called
Har7 Brea7 that's told from the imagined voice of Natalia Gins-
berg. It brings up a lot of questions, too, about whenyou have
an interesting life, a life that contains volumes. How do you
decide whatyou are going to choose, and how doyou also not

approach it as reportage? Because thati not whatyour job is,
as a poet. Your job is to transform in some way. Andyet, that
process, I think, is mysterious.

For me, it started with getting a sense of r,r'hat her voice
was, what her rh¡rthm was. And making sure that the other
voices were tight and consistent. It also is a poem that has a
huge amount of historical research in it. Even though most of
those details didnt make their way in in a visible fashion, it
was very important to know.

Queúíon: Doyou think of white vs. black whenyou write
celebratory poems about African-American historical frgures?
What doyou imagine reaching across to that audience? Does
that play into your creative process?

Aleæanàer: It does not play into my creative process, and
I think that would be a bad thing. Because to be presumptu-
ous about any lrind of audience is not a good thing. Iïe had
too maryr wonderful surprises. I dont even mean it would be

too corny to say, "Oh a white person loved this black poem."
I dont mean that at all. But too many surprises with people
who even read poetry who I wouldnt have imagined read
poetry. That it has a place in their lives. You just realþ never
know. You just cant let that imagining get into the creative
process because it would twist it and distort it and shut it
down. After all, what individual people are.we talking about?
Some people talk about the ideal reader, and I dont realþ
have an ideal reader. I read the poems out loud to my husband
when I write them, and he gives me the thumbs up or thumbs
down. (Laughter.) But you know, Im just trying to be my
most articulate self. I just trust that when it goes out there, it
will be found by who ever can make use of it.

I cant think of a poet who comes from my exact back-
ground. I mean, there are African-American poets, but Robert
Hayden's life was nothing like mine. Gwendoþn Brooks'life
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was nothing like mine. Though she had a happy childhood. I
feel a kinship with the reverence with which she speaks about
her parenfs. But she had a very different life. The beautiful
thing about poetry is that you never know .who will find it,
andyou never know what will be found in it.

Queûion: Your life is very complicated. You teach full
time. You have children and a husband. Your mind is taken up
by a lot of thought and critical work. How doyou make time
for the work?

Ahæanàer: Before I had a famiþ to tend to, it seemed that
there was never enough time either. But in fact, actualþ para-
doxicalþ there's more time because now I know the value of
it a bit more. 'What I used to do was think of the summers.
Twice I went to a writeri colony, and that was amazing to
have those three weeks to go and onþ have to worry about
the writing. To get so much done that I was jump-started.
You kind of get the muscles going again and you keep it
going a little bit more. So those summer respites were very
important. I dont do that aqymore. I just try the best I can
to keep track of the scraps as they come, and make the time
when I can. It tends to happen in jags. And in those jags other
things fall by the wayside, you know, bills don't get paid, and
things get a little piled up and then I emerge and tighten
things up again.

I wasn't able to write prose for several years, right when
my children were being born. I found that that took a space
that was just too wide, and I couldnt find it, and it also
distracted me for too long. I'm interested in how poets like
Lucille Clifton, who had six children, ta-lk about having a
room of onei own. She says, "For me, the ideal circumstances
for writing a poem are at the kitchen table. The kids have the
measles, and ever¡rthing is going around."'What I love about
that, and what I think is realþ useful and important is that

idea of being porous. F{ow can you stay porous at the same

time that you have your bubble, in which things can exist or
stay safe?

^
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